5. Investigation Notes:

ORIGINAL CORNER IS GONE.
FOUND 42 IN. FIR SNAG, S. 50° E, 54 LKS. (ORIG) WITH
VISIBLE MKS. 42 BT.
FOUND 60 IN. FIR SNAG, N. 31° E, 54 LKS. (ORIG) WITH
ALL MKS. ROTTED OFF.

Signed M. Whitmore Title: DEP. SURVEYOR Date: 8-9-62

11. Accessories

NEW BT
40 IN. FIR, N. 66° 30' E, 94LKS, MK04 31 BT
(18 IN. ALDER, N. 69° W, 84LKS, MK04 31 BT)
BOTH BTs PERTAIN TO SEC 31 ONLY

At point for corner I Seta 3/4 in. pipe, 30 in. above ground
with a wood stake alongside the same height.